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stevehalupka wrote:
aside from your little crew on here, do you have ANY friends?

I don't even have friends here, thanks for making me feel bad. Hey, I know a custom rod builder, want his URL?
...that's what I would've posted if I wanted to divert this thread from its intentions, but its been put forth more
than a few times that the Beginner's Forum is sacrosanct, so rather than doing so I'll just point out that
sometimes, part of the path is learning things. People might not realize that limestone vs. freestone vs. tailwater
has been asked a thousand times, and they ask again. A nice, friendly answer (that often evolves into a spirited
discussion) is a good way to help them along, rather than brushing it off as "go search yourself."
Furthermore, the discussions that spring up around such threads, whether they be about beer, mountain lions,
the virtues of Bolt Thrower, or a good natured ribbing at everyone's favourite Manchild is all part of community
building. This becomes evident at events such as the various jams that you've dismissed as not being important
enough, which are a good way to leverage the entire synergies of this community together, to promote the
hobby and such matters as the conversation and preservation of wild habitat, water quality, and sane laws for
angling and outdoors use.
With that said, if you wish to continue your tirades at me, I welcome you to locate the 50+ page thread in the OT
forum entitled "Chit-Chat." You'll find it was created by a moderator with the intention of keeping this sort of
thread drift out of the Beginner Forum, and is a fine place for you to continue harraunging people with personal
attacks.
Otherwise, perhaps we should continue on. Oh, and if you can think of a way that you want to attempt to utilize
the forum as a way to motivate people to do some good for your local community, I doubt that anyone would
complain. Rather than disparaging people, perhaps you should try to do something positive?

